Vocabulary

1. Osserva l'albero genealogico e completa le frasi.

Mike ♥ Rachel
Jessica ♥ Ali
Steven ♥ Mary
Shivani
Darren
Chloe

→ Chloe is Darren's sister.
→ Ali is Darren's __________.
→ Rachel is Darren's __________.
→ Shivani is Darren's __________.
→ Jessica is Darren's __________.
→ Steven is Darren's __________.
→ Mike is Darren's __________.
→ Mary is Darren's __________.

Grammar

2. Completa le frasi con 's, ', o s'.

→ That's Holly's car.
1. It's my mum___ mobile phone.
2. This is a photo of my grandparent___ house.
3. Those are Kelly and Megan___ books.
4. Are those the girls___ bikes?
5. It's the teacher___ pen.
6. That's the boys___ room.


→ Mike and Poppy have got a new sister. She's a baby.

Mike and Poppy's new sister is a baby.
1. Harry and Stacey have got a pet rabbit. It's white.
2. The girls have got a cousin. She's thirteen.
3. My brother has got an MP3 player. It's cool.
4. The children have got bikes. They're new.

4. Completa le frasi con gli aggettivi possessivi corretti.

→ Emily is my friend. Her cousin is famous.
1. Who's ________ favourite footballer?
2. Amy Winehouse is great. I've got all ________ CDs.
3. This isn't Ben's rucksack. ________ rucksack is blue.
4. We're in a football team. ________ team is very good.
5. I'm Keira and this is ________ cousin Joe.
6. Tom and Jess have got a pet rabbit. ________ rabbit is called Bugs.

5. Completa le frasi con this, that, these o those, usando le frecce come aiuto

→ These are Toby's CDs.
1. ________ are my mum's magazines.
2. ________ is a photo of my grandma.
3. ________ is Sally's mobile phone.
4. ________ are your books.
5. ________ boys are in the football team.
6. ________ is her pen.
7. ________ is my pet snake.

Functions


B That's two pounds and seventy-five pence change.
A They're seventeen pounds twenty-five.
A How much are these two CDs?
A Thank you.
A Here's twenty pounds.